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We present an experimental demonstration of conden-
sation in a many-light-pulse system in a loss trap (loss
well) in a one-dimensional laser cavity. The route to con-
densation is similar to Bose–Einstein condensation in a
potential trap (potential well), but classical. The pulses,
their loss levels, and the noise-induced power distribu-
tion take the role of “particles”, “energy” levels, and
quantum-thermal population-statistics, respectively.
The multipulse system is formed by high harmonic
active mode-locking modulation and the trap by an
envelope modulation. The experiment is done with an
erbium-doped fiber laser. Condensation is shown to oc-
cur when the loss trap has near the lowest-loss pulse a
power law dependence with exponent smaller than 1, as
the theory predicts. © 2014 Optical Society of America
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Bose–Einstein condensation (BEC) is a special many-boson
phenomenon that was observed in atomic particles [1,2].
Recent works have shown condensation in relatively simple
systems, even at room temperature, compared to the ultralow
temperatures needed so far to observe BEC. They were mostly
based on nonatomic particles such as photons [3], polaritons
[4,5], andmagnons [6].We can also find classical condensation
experiments that use light and lasers [7–13]. This was shown,
for example, in a single-pulse waveform system in an actively
mode-locked laser, where the light power collapses upon
condensation into the lowest pulse waveform [7,8]. In
a more recent work [9], we theoretically suggested that
simple cw lasers show in certain conditions a classical light

condensation (LC) route that is formally similar to quantum
BEC [14]. This is based on weighting the modes of the laser
in a loss–gain scale, compared to energy (or photon frequency)
in BEC, and the noise in the laser (spontaneous emission, ex-
ternal, etc.) functions as temperature. The levels are the regular
cavity modes of the laser, and the condensation occurs in the
modes’ spectral domainwhere, for lownoise or high laser power,
the light power concentrates at the lowest-loss mode. The rela-
tion of this effect to lasing and to photon-BEC [3] was discussed
in [9]. Other many-body effects such as phase transitions and
critical phenomena were also observed in lasers [15–19].

Our experiment is done with a unique many-body system
of many pulses in a laser cavity. The “particles”, their “energy”
levels, and population are the pulses, their corresponding loss
levels, and powers, respectively. As we discuss below, this pulse
system is formally equivalent to the cw laser mode system with
spectral filtering that was theoretically shown to exhibit LC [9].
In the present pulse system, however, the condensation is ex-
pected to be in the spatial (or time) domain rather than the
frequency domain. This condensation prediction has not been
observed yet experimentally, and the present work therefore
provides a first experimental demonstration of it. It requires
a loss trap (loss well) with a power law dependence having
an exponent η < 1, like the potential trap (potential well)
needed for atomic quantum BEC in one dimension (1D)
[14]. There (and in single-pulse condensation) η < 2 due
to an additional kinetic energy (or similar) term.

The many-pulse system is obtained by the N 0-th harmonic
active mode locking (AML) order of a laser that generates N 0

pulses with approximately the same width and power, bounc-
ing in the cavity with equal spacing. AML is usually obtained
by RF-driven electro-optic modulation of the light in the laser
at the basic or harmonic cavity frequency that can nowadays
reach 40 GHz, and then generate pulse trains at such rates. In
fiber lasers with lengths of L ∼ 10–100 m, we can have with
high harmonic modulations hundreds and thousands of pulses
in the cavity. We can view the pulses in the time domain or in
the corresponding spatial domain in the cavity when we take a
snapshot of the pulses or propagate with them. We therefore
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have in the cavity N 0 pulse sites given by the harmonic AML
with a pulse population in terms of power. We nevertheless
need hierarchy in the pulse system, like the energy in thermo-
dynamics statistics. We therefore add to the usual AML N 0

pulse system in the cavity an envelope modulation that makes
the pulses have different losses, as illustrated in Fig. 1 forN 0 �
15 pulses. This modulation can be viewed as a loss trap, like
the potential trap in BEC [14]. It determines the density of
pulse loss states that has an important role for condensation
occurrence. The situation in the pulse system is similar to that
of the cw laser mode case, where a loss trap in the spectral
domain (spectral filtering) can produce LC [9]. Another im-
portant point here is that each pulse state is represented by
a single loss value according to its location in the loss trap
(as seen in Fig. 1). By doing this, we ignore the high intrapulse

loss levels and take only the lowest one in each pulse; it is
allowed for pulse forms (commonly harmonic oscillator
modes) with loss level spacings that are significantly larger than
the interpulse loss level difference. A detailed study of this
point will be given elsewhere.

We summarize the mathematical base of pulse condensa-
tion in the regime that each pulse has one loss value. We recall
that the pulses are produced by high harmonic AML with an
added envelope modulation that produces the loss trap and the
pulse loss differentiation. We take the pulse locations in the
cavity as a grid where the pulses are located with a population
size measured in power terms, according to the noise-induced
statistics. Therefore, the equation of motion is considered for
the pulse population in the cavity without going into the for-
mation of the pulses by high harmonic mode locking. Then
the master equation for the pulse amplitudes am and the
mathematical description are similar to the theory developed
for the cw laser mode system [9]:

�dam∕dτ� � �g − εm�am � Γm: (1)

Here, am denotes pulse amplitude compared to mode ampli-
tudes in the cw laser case, τ is the long-term time variable that
counts cavity roundtrip frames, and g is a slow saturable-gain
factor, shared by all pulses. εm is the mth pulse loss term, and
Γm is an additive noise term that can result from spontaneous
emission and any other internal or external source. It is
modeled by a white Gaussian process with covariance 2T :
hΓm�τ�Γ�

n�τ 0�i � 2T δ�τ − τ 0�δmn and hΓm�τ�i � 0, where
hi denotes average. We emphasize that the master equation
has a noise term but no explicit nonlinearity besides the
one resulting from the overall power constraint.

We obtain from Eq. (1) the following expression for the
overall pulse power in the cavity:

P �
XN
m�−N

pm �
XN
m�−N

T
εm − g

→ P � T
ε0 − g

� T
Z

εN

0

ρ�ε�dε
ε� ε0 − g

; (2)

where pm � jamj2 is the power of pulse m. For the integral
with the continuous loss variable ε, measured relatively to
the lowest pulse loss ε0, we define the density of loss states
(DOS) ρ�ε� that has a prime role for condensation occurrence.
εN is the highest pulse loss in the cavity, the loss trap depth.
The first term at the right-hand side in the second line of
Eq. (2) gives the power of the lowest-loss mode, and the second
term is the power in all higher modes. We can notice the re-
semblance of Eq. (2) to that of the overall boson number in a
potential well in BEC [14]. The weight for each spectral com-
ponent depends on ρ�ε� and the factor T ∕�ε� ε0 − g� repla-
ces the Bose–Einstein statistics (see Table 1). The power of
each pulse is pm � T ∕�εm − g�, meaning that the noise pop-
ulates the pulse states according to their loss in a similar way to
thermal excitation via Bose–Einstein distribution.

We consider for the envelope loss function a power law de-
pendence around the lowest-loss pulse, εm�ε0�εN j�m∕N �jη,

Fig. 1. Pulse system and the loss trap in the laser cavity. The loss trap
is provided by an envelope modulation, shown for η � 2; 1; 1∕2, and the
pulses by a harmonic modulation, here illustrated for a 15th order, that
gives 15 pulse sites. Characteristic pulse forms are plotted in the cavity in
each figure along with their power distributions, which are shown in the
diagrams to the right. We note that in the experiments, the pulses in the
cavity are much denser, and so are the loss states. In the present experi-
ment, we had 51 pulses.
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where we have N 0 � 2N � 1 pulses in the cavity. It can be
expressed in a continuous variable form ε � εN �jtj∕tR�η �
εN �jzj∕L�η in terms of the cavity time t∕tR or space z∕L
variables. L � ctR and tR are the roundtrip cavity length and
time, and c is the speed of light. Loss traps with various exponents
η are shown in Fig. 1. The correspondingDOS, derived as in [9],
is given by ρ�ε� � �2N∕�ηε1∕ηN ��ε�1∕η�−1.

As the noise T is lowered (or P is raised) the distribution
p�ε� yields a gradual concentration of the pulse power at lower-
loss states. Nevertheless, when condensation takes place, p0
gets a macroscopic part of the power. It occurs when the
integral in Eq. (2) converges at ε � 0 (t � z � 0), which
happens when η < 1. Then, the power population of the light
at higher than ε � 0 levels stays unchanged (filled) at
Pc � T

R εN
0 ρ�ε�dε∕ε, and additional pumping that increases

P beyond Pc (or lowering T below T c) will cause population
of the lowest-level power p0, which starts to grow macroscop-
ically. At condensation (P ≥ Pc or T ≤ T c), the net gain for
the lowest-loss pulse (the “chemical potential”) becomes
μ ≡ g − ε0 � 0. (It is negative at the noncondensate regime.)
We therefore have a many-pulse system with a condensation
route that is mathematically similar to BEC, but classical. As in
BEC, there is no direct pulse (“particle”) interaction, but a
global constraint on the overall pulse power (“particle num-
ber”). Nevertheless, the “energy” hierarchy is in a loss–gain
scale, where the “ground state” is the lowest-loss pulse and
the noise has the role of temperature.

Our experiment is done in a ring erbium-doped fiber laser
described in Fig. 2, with a 51st order harmonic AML that gives
51 pulses equally spaced in the cavity and has about the same
power before applying the envelope modulation. We injected
into the cavity controllable optical noise T using amplified
spontaneous emission from an erbium-doped fiber amplifier.

Figure 3 gives the experimental and theoretical condensa-
tion ratio p0∕P dependence on the noise level T for several
exponents. The condensation transition becomes sharper when
the pulse number increases, as is the case in many-body

systems. T measures the injected noise, but in the experiment
there is the additional internal laser noise that limits the lowest
achievable overall T and therefore the maximum condensation
ratio. In the theoretical analysis, we added a constant internal
noise that fitted the experimental graphs (which is negligible at
the condensation region, but becomes significant at low T )
that caused a partial condensation ratio and its saturation,
as seen in this figure and in Fig. 4. We also note that the plots
are against T∕P (with an arbitrary shift) since variation of the
injected noise in the experiment changed P, although the laser
pumping was kept unchanged.

Figure 4 shows measurements of the power distributions
among the 51 pulses in the cavity, as a function of the injected
noise level T , for various exponents. In all of them, the dis-
tribution becomes more centered at lower-loss pulse states
when the noise is lowered, as expected in noise-induced
(or thermal) excitation. However, for η < 1 and partially
for η � 1, there is a pronounced transition of the power into

Table 1. Analogy between BEC and Pulse/Mode Condensation

Quantum BEC in a Potential Trap [14] Classical Pulse/Mode Condensation in a Loss Trap

Many noninteracting bosons Many noninteracting pulses/modes in a laser cavity
Energy scale: ε, hν Loss scale: ε
Temperature: T Optical noise: T
Bose–Einstein thermal statistics:

f BE�ε� � 1∕fexp��ε − μ�∕kBT � − 1g →
��ε−μ�∕kBT �≪1

kBT ∕�ε − μ�

Noise-induced pulse/mode power distribution:

p�ε� � T∕�ε� ε0 − g�

Chemical potential: μ Lowest pulse loss (“chemical-potential”): μ ≡ g − ε0
Overall particle number constraint:

N � n0 �
Z

∞

0

ρ�ε�dε
exp��ε − μ�∕kBT � − 1

n0 is the ground-state (ε � 0) population.

Overall power constraint:

P � p0 � T
Z

εN

0

ρ�ε�dε
ε� ε0 − g

p0 is the lowest-loss (ε � 0) pulse/mode power.
Energy DOS in 1D potential trap [14]: ρ�ε� ∝ ε�1∕η�−�1∕2�

DOS for d-dimensional potential trap [14]: ρ�ε� ∝ ε�d∕η���d∕2�−1
Pulse/mode DOS in 1D loss trap [9]: ρ�ε� ∝ ε�1∕η�−1

Single-pulse AML DOS in 1D loss trap [7,8]: ρ�ε� ∝ ε�1∕η�−�1∕2�

Condition for condensation in 1D potential trap [14]: η < 2 Condition for pulse/mode condensation in 1D loss trap [9]: η < 1
Condensation condition for single-pulse AML in 1D [7,8]: η < 2

Fig. 2. Experimental setup. Ring fiber laser of length L ≈ 404 m, with
a high harmonic AML, an envelope modulation (509 kHz), and a con-
trollable noise injection. The wavelength was ∼1549 nm. The system is
composed of an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA), single mode fiber
(SMF), wavelength division multiplexer (WDM), dispersion compensa-
tion fiber (DCF), bandpass filter (BPF), high pass filter (HPF), variable
optical attenuator (VOA), polarization controller (PC), circulator (CIR),
and fiber Bragg grating (FBG).
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the lowest-loss pulse state. The experimental results in Figs. 3
and 4 follow and verify the theoretical prediction [9] showing
condensation for η < 1. We note in the caption of Fig. 3
that T measures the injected and not the internal noise,

and therefore the figures show partial condensation ratios
and saturation. A detailed account on those sides will be
included in a full-length work. We also note that in our experi-
ment we had only 51 pulses in the cavity, and therefore the
phase-transition point is less sharp and the higher-loss pulse
powers are not close to zero as one would obtain in the thermo-
dynamic limit for large particle number, as can be seen in
Fig. 3(c), which was calculated for 501 pulses. A larger number
of pulses in the cavity would be experimentally feasible, but it
raised other disturbances in the present experiment.

We have experimentally demonstrated and verified the pre-
diction of a classical condensation phenomenon with a pulse
system in a 1D laser cavity in a loss trap. The route to con-
densation is similar to cw laser LC and formally similar to
quantum BEC in a potential trap [14]. We have experimen-
tally shown that condensation occurs for loss trap exponents
η < 1 like in the BEC case. The experiment is done with a
fiber laser that produces pulses upon high harmonic AML,
and the loss trap is achieved by an envelope modulation. It
is a remarkably simple experimental system that nevertheless
provides a first demonstration of LC in a new many-pulse
system in a loss trap in a laser cavity. It can also serve as an
experimental base for a further study on condensation that
includes, for example, nonlinearity and pulse interaction.
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Fig. 4. Experimental and theoretical pulse power distribution. The ex-
perimental figures (left-hand side figures) are plotted from measurements
of 51 equally spaced pulses in the cavity frame (−L∕2; L∕2), as a function
of the injected noise level T (in logarithmic scale and opposite direction),
for various η s. The corresponding theoretical results are shown in the
right-hand side figures. We can see the route to condensation for
η < 1 with a massive lowest-loss pulse population as T decreases.
The power scale is the same as in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Experimental and theoretical lowest-loss pulse power versus
noise level normalized by power �T ∕P� for various η s. (a) Experimental
results for 51 pulses in the cavity. The inset is a zoomed view of the
transition region and the difference between the two regimes, below
and above η � 1. Theoretical graphs are shown for (b) 51 and
(c) 501 pulses.
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